
Forever Changing Part 135 On-Demand Charter

Increased Revenue

Publicly Marketed Flights

Enhanced Aircraft Utilization

Introducing 380-Compliant Software
Reinventing 135 Operations

#LoveTravelAgain



MemberJets has developed proprietary, DOT 380-compliant software that is changing the 
game for Part 135 operators. The software legally enables Part 135 on-demand charter 
to offer their current clientele expanded services while reaching an entire new market of 
potential customers. The ability to fly private on a per-seat basis is available for the first time 
in private aviation history. Here is what our software allows our partnering operators to do:

• Market single seats on aircraft

• Publish flight schedules, routes, and individual pricing 

• Create special journey flights for current clientele and new users, e.g., sporting events, 
concerts, university alumni programs

• Expand managed aircraft opportunities, providing aircraft owners with a revolutionary 
way to offset the cost of aircraft ownership

Our technology also allows our operating partners to set parameters to ensure that no 
aircraft flies without profitability. 

As the first member-driven aviation marketplace connecting travelers with 135 operators in 
these myriad ways, MemberJets has revolutionized the way that people fly private, making it 
much more affordable and accessible, creating more profit-earning capacity.

• Shuttles

• Journeys

• Routes

• Single Seats

Publicly Market New Flight Options

Aviation Marketplace

MemberJets LLC is a private membership organization which acts as an agent/broker for its members in the case of Charter and Crowdsource 
flights, and as a principal in the case of Shuttle and Journey flights, consistent with U.S. Department of Transportation Part 380 requirements. 
MemberJets, on behalf of its members, uses only FAA certified air carriers to operate all flights and does not own, lease or operate any aircraft. 

MemberJets complies with all state and federal laws and all members are subject to background and security checks prior to membership approval.

www.memberjets.com info@memberjets.com1-844-411-JETS (5387)


